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I. APPLICANT'S REQUEST 
 

The City of Lake Oswego is proposing to amend Chapter 50 (Community Development 
Code) of the Lake Oswego Code for the purpose of clarifying and updating various 
sections1

 
. In addition, the proposed amendments will: 

• Limit the cumulative size of retail uses in the MC, CR&D and IP zones, 
• Create criteria and a permit process for sidewalk displays, 
• Make awnings optional on single-story buildings in the EC zone, 

 
The ordinance also provides three options for the Planning Commission to consider 
addressing the review of color changes on commercial, industrial, institutional and multi-
family dwellings2

 
: 

• Option 1:  Exempts all color changes from review 
• Option 2:  Creates a streamlines review for color changes 
• Option 3:  Creates a palette of permissible colors, and a Ministerial or Minor review 

process for all color changes 
 

                                                 
1 Proposed amendments to Chapters 12 (Administration), 42 (Streets and Sidewalks), and 47 (Sign Code) are 
not under the purview of the Planning Commission and will be reviewed separately by the City Council. 
2 Single-family dwellings, duplexes, zero-lot line dwellings and structures accessory to such dwellings would be 
exempt from building color review under all three proposed options. 
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The sections proposed for revision relate to several general topic areas and are more 
fully described in Section III of this report.  The draft code amendments, which would 
enact these changes, are attached as Exhibit A-2.  A summary all of the code changes is 
attached as Exhibit F-2. 

 
II. APPLICABLE REGULATIONS 
 
 A. 
 

City of Lake Oswego Comprehensive Plan 

Goal 1: Citizen Involvement, Policies 1 and 5 
Goal 2:   Land Use Planning, Section 1 Land Use Policies and Regulations, 

Policy 23 
Goal 9:   Economic Development, Policies 6, 8, 20 and 21 

 
 B. 
 

Metro Urban Growth Management Functional Plan 

Title 4: Industrial and Other Employment Areas, Metro Code Sections 3.07.410-
3.07.450 

 
 C. 
  

City of Lake Oswego Community Development Code 

 LOC 50.07.003.16.a Legislative Decisions Defined 
 LOC 50.07.003.16.c Required Notice to DLCD 
 LOC 50.07.003.16.d Planning Commission Recommendation Required 
 LOC 50.07.003.16.e City Council Review and Decision 

 
 
III. INTRODUCTION / BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
 
 The purpose of the proposed updates and amendments is to correct errors, eliminate 

text ambiguity or redundancy, and clarify text so that it reflects existing code 
interpretations.  This process is part of the City’s ongoing effort to make the regulations 
more user-friendly for developers, residents and staff.  In addition, the ordinance 
includes amendments intended to create vibrant commercial districts, recommended by 
a consultant that evaluated downtown Lake Oswego. 

 
Ordinance 2612 is compiled of text amendments from five primary sources: 

 
• Items identified in Phase 1 of the Code Re-Organization project (12) 
• Items identified since April 2012 that address inadvertent changes by the Code Re-

Organization (5) 
• Items identified by City staff through use and application of the Code (15) 
• Items identified by Metro staff regarding compliance with Title 4 of the Metro Code 

(1) 
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• Items identified in the Downtown Analysis by Michele Reeves/Civilis (4) 
 

This report highlights the more substantive code amendments.  The matrix (Exhibit F-2) 
identifies each of the 37 amendments, the source, the applicable code sections, and 
the page number(s) corresponding to the draft text amendments (Exhibit A-2).  
Amendments to Chapters other than 50 (Community Development Code) are not 
included in the draft text amendments (Items 23, 33 and 36). 

 
Code Re-Organization-Phase I Items 

 
Phase 1 of the Code Re-organization effort was completed in March 2012.  That 
process consisted of the consolidation and reorganization of the Community 
Development Code (CDC) and related chapters to improve clarity, organization, and 
user-friendliness and to modernize the structure of the code. The initial code audit and 
Phase 1 of the project also identified more than 100 substantive, policy -related issues 
to be addressed in the next phase.  Because the issues are extensive and vary greatly in 
complexity and importance, they cannot all be completed in one step and will be 
divided into groups of amendments and addressed in stages over the next 2-3 years.  
Staff reviewed the list of 100 issues and identified 12 that were relatively minor.  These 
include the following three items discussed in some detail below (for a complete list of 
items for consideration before the Commission, please see Exhibit F-2): 

 
Items 15, 20, and 21:  

 
Deleting Signage Standards from the Development Code 

 During the Code Re-Organization project, staff identified three sign standards 
in the CDC (Items 15, 20 and 21).  Staff recommends that all sign criteria be 
deleted from the CDC and moved, if appropriate, to the Sign Code (Chapter 
47).  City Council will review proposed amendments to the Sign Code. 

 
Item 18: 

  
Height Limit in R-DD Zone (Old Town) 

 The R-DD (Old Town) zone limits the height of a structure to 35 feet if the R-
DD lot is closer than 60 feet to a lot with a residential zone designation other 
than R-DD, R-0, R-3 or R-5 [LOC 50.04.001.2.g.iv(1)(d)].  The standard was 
applicable when George Rogers Park, which abuts the R-DD zone to the south, 
was zoned R-7.5; if George Rogers Park were ever sold and developed 
residentially under the R-7.5 standards, development in the R-DD zone under 
this height standard would have been compatible with the abutting lower-
density development.  In 2006, George Rogers Park was rezoned from R-7.5 to 
PNA.  There is now no “other” residential zone within 60 feet of any lot zoned 
R-DD.  The closest R-7.5-zoned lot is 375 feet to the west.  The proposed 
amendment deletes this limitation which is now irrelevant. 

 
Item 22: Clarification that the “protected riparian area” is part of the RP District 
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 LOC 50.05.010.6.b.i (RP District and Construction Setback Requirements) 

defines the RP District as “…(including) the delineated stream or wetland and 
a protected riparian area.”  This section was amended under Ordinance 2527 
to define the RP District as including the water resource and an adjacent 
protected riparian area; the Code was further amended to change all 
references to “overlay districts and their associated buffers” to “overlay 
districts,” and all references to “buffer” were replaced with “protected 
riparian area.”  The definition of Resource Protection District was not similarly 
amended in Ordinance 2527 to reflect this change.  This amendment clarifies, 
by definition, that the protected riparian area is part of the RP District. 

 
Inadvertent Code Changes that Occurred During the Code Re-Organization 

 
Phase 1 repealed Chapters 50, 57 (Solar Access), 58 (Historic Preservation) and Article 
45.15 (Fence Code) and replaced them with a consolidated Chapter 50; no substantive 
changes to the content of these chapters or article was intended or proposed.  The re-
organized code became effective in April 2012 (Ordinance 2579).  Since that time, staff 
has identified some inadvertent text changes that could not be considered “scrivener’s 
errors” and corrected administratively.  These three amendments include:  

 
Item 12:  Purpose Statement for the R-DD zone 

 
 The Purpose Statement for the R-DD zone was deleted in Ordinance 2579.  

This amendment returns the original purpose statement contained in Chapter 
50, to the Development Code. 

 
Item 16: Restoration of Cross-References/Deletion of Standards 

 
 The original code section for the R-7.5 residential zone applied, through cross-

references, certain design standards of the R-6 zone (roof pitch; front porch 
requirement; and accessory structure setbacks, design and size) to the R-7.5-
zoned lots that are located in the First Addition Neighborhood (Exhibit E-3).  In 
addition, these lots were treated as if their zoning designation were R-6 by 
allowing them to use the R-6 Administrative Modification procedure to vary 
from certain zone standards (lot coverage, front yard setback for dwelling and 
garage).  Ordinance 2579 mistakenly deleted the specific cross references in 
this standard, and Staff originally recommended simply restoring them.  
However, the First Addition Neighborhood Association voted in December 
2012 to support deletion of the standard because it applied to very few 
properties, and the required design features were better-suited to the 
traditional development pattern of the R-6 zone.  Additionally, these design 
standards had been buried in the “uses” portion of the R-7.5 code, and were 
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not being applied to new or remodeled dwellings in this area.  Staff supports 
the deletion. 

 
Item 32:  Applicability of Minimum Density to Subdivisions 

  
 Ordinance 2579 deleted the qualifier that minimum density requirements 

apply “to subdivisions” in the R-W, R-0, R-2, R-3, R-5, R-6, R-7.5, R-10 and R-15 
zones.  This amendment returns the qualifier to the Development Code for 
these zones, and clarifies that minimum density does not apply to partitions.  
Additionally, staff recommends that minimum density requirements be 
applied to multi-family development in the R-5 zone [Ordinance 2526 
amended the code to apply minimum density to multi-family development in 
the R-0 and R-3 zones].  This ordinance would apply minimum density to R-5 
multi-family development, and standardize the applicability language 
between the Medium Density [R-5] and High Density [R-0 and R-3] matrices. 

 
Code Clarification Items Identified by Staff  

 
Planning staff keeps a “tickler” file of suggested code amendments.  Many of these 
items were identified through application of the code on a specific property or project 
(i.e., a Land Use case or review of a Building Permit); others were identified specifically 
by applicants.  Where possible, the genesis for these items is identified in Exhibit A, 
under the “Source” column.  Most proposed amendments are minor, but the few that 
warrant a more detailed explanation are below. 

 
Item 7:  Building Orientation in the Building Design Standard for Commercial, 

Industrial and Multi-Family Development  
 

The Building Orientation standard requires new buildings to be located within 
30 feet of a public street; its stated purpose is to encourage pedestrian access 
from the public street and to make the street pedestrian friendly, LOC 
50.06.001.5.b.  There are some instances where meeting this standard is not 
desirable or practical, but the only exceptions are for (1) topographic 
constraints, and (2) multi-building complexes where lot configuration 
prevents all buildings from meeting the standard.  For instance, the 
Rivergrove Water District constructed a new water supply disinfection system 
structure on their property on Old Gate Road (LU 11-0038).  While the 
neighborhood preferred a location for the structure further back on the lot, it 
was required to be placed within 30 feet of the street despite the fact that the 
site is not accessible by the public and the structure is considered non-
habitable.  The proposed amendment exempts non-habitable buildings from 
the building orientation standard, and clarifies that the standard applies 
generally to all buildings rather than all structures.   
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Item 9:  Side Yard Setback Planes and Side Yard Setbacks that Vary by Height 
 
 The Side Yard Setback Plane is a dwelling design standard that was codified in 

2010 by Ordinance 2524 (Infill 2), LOC 50.06.001.2.e.  Similar to the Front 
Setback Plane, it is a standard that is meant to limit the bulk of a house along 
the interior side property line.  In many residential zones, the existing code 
requires the side yard setback to increase for any portion of a structure over 
18 feet in height – this standard applies to all structures in the R-7.5, R-10 and 
R-15 zone, and detached dwellings in the R-5, R-3 and R-0 zones.  The intent 
of these two standards is the same, and an architect that worked on the “Infill 
2” standards was surprised to find out that both standards were still 
applicable when he applied for a Building Permit in 2011; his understanding 
was that the Side Yard Setback Plane Standard was to supersede the side yard 
setbacks that vary by height.  Exhibit E-2 illustrates the building envelopes 
created by each of these standards.  The ordinance deletes the setbacks that 
vary by height, which thus creates a building envelope with fewer steps.  In 
zones where the setback varies from five feet to 10 feet, this will result in an 
8-square foot increase in the building envelope (Note: with the application of 
the Side Yard Setback Plane under Ordinance 2524, there was a loss of 84 
square feet of building envelope above 22 feet in height, as shown in Exhibit 
E-2).  In zones where the setback varies from 10 feet to 15 feet, this will result 
in a 35-square foot increase in the building envelope (Note: with the 
application of the Side Yard Setback Plane under Ordinance 2524, there was a 
loss of 32 square feet of building envelope above 27 feet in height, as shown 
in Exhibit E-2).  In the R-10 and R-15 zones, which had side yard setbacks of 10 
feet and 15 feet, depending on height, the minimum side yard setback is 10 
feet because the Side Yard Setback Plane adequately addresses bulk, scale 
and privacy issues. 

 
Item 41: Setback Reductions for Accessory Structures Less Than Four Ft. in Height 
 

During review of Ordinance 2526 [LU 08-0054], the Planning Commission 
discussed amending the code to allow small accessory structures (under four 
ft. in height) to benefit from the setback reductions in LOC 50.03.004.2.b.i 
without having to maintain a five foot separation from the other buildings.  
However, the code language that was actually adopted did not accomplish 
this objective.  The adopted code language requires accessory structures less 
than four feet in height to be detached from other buildings by three feet or 
more.  The words “less than” will actually require small accessory structures 
such as heat pumps and air conditioners to be at least three feet from 
another structure, while taller accessory structures have no minimum 
detachment.  The intent was to require a minimum detachment for accessory 
structures greater than four feet in height (Exhibit F-3). 
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Metro-Identified Item 
 

Item 11: Compliance with Metro Title 4 in Employment Zones 
 

In April 2012, Metro staff advised the City that the CDC was not in compliance with 
Title 4 (Industrial and Other Employment Areas) of the Metro’s Urban Growth 
Management Functional Plan.  The purpose of Title 4 is to: 

 
“[P]rovide and protect a supply of sites for employment by limiting the types 
and scale of non-industrial uses in Regionally Significant Industrial Areas (RSIAs), 
Industrial and Employment Areas. …Title 4 further seeks to …encourage the 
location of other types of employment in Centers, Employment Areas, 
Corridors, Main Streets and Station Communities.” …[Title 4, Metro Code 
3.07.410, Exhibit F-1] 

 
The Title 4 map for Lake Oswego (Exhibit E-1) designates a portion of Lake Oswego on 
the west side of the City as Employment Land.  In order to promote regionally 
significant concentrations of employment, Title 4 requires that Employment Land be 
zoned to limit retail uses (which are less employee-intensive than other commercial 
uses) to 60,000 square feet in area and “those appropriate in type and size to serve the 
needs of businesses, employees and residents of the Employment Areas” [Title 4, 
Metro Code 3.07.440(A) and (B), Exhibit F-1].  The Employment Land area includes 
portions of several City zoning districts, among which the HC, GC, CR&D, MC, and IP 
zones permit retail use.   
 
The HC and GC zones are exempted from the Employment Land limitations of Title 4 
pursuant to Title 4, Metro Code (MC) 3.07.440(C) and Title 4, Table 3.07-4 (Exhibit F-1).  
The CR&D zone was the subject of a previous CDC text amendment in 2009 (LU 09-
0034) which added a 20,000 square-foot size limitation on specified retail uses which 
were not limited in size previously.  Subsequent amendments included retail limitations 
of 20,000 square feet in the IP Overlay (LU 10-0042) and MC and IP zones (LU 11-0028) 
that were apparently consistent with Title 4.   
 
However, Metro has informed the City that these amendments did not bring the City 
into compliance with Title 4 because the retail limitation in Employment Zones applies 
to cumulative retail “on a single lot or parcel, or on contiguous lots or parcels, including 
those separated only by a transportation right-of-way.” [MC 3.07.440(B)].  The current 
limits on retail size only apply per lot or building, and do not consider retail on adjacent 
lots.  The proposed change addresses cumulative retail limitations in MC, CR&D and IP 
zones, and in the IP Overlay. 
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The proposed text amendment will limit specified retail uses3

 

 in the MC zone to 60,000 
square feet per lot or adjacent lot (which includes lots separated by a right-of-way, 
under the definition of Adjacent in LOC 50.10).  Because of the existing pattern of 
development in the MC zone and the small number of MC-zoned properties, staff 
believes that the cumulative approach is appropriate in this district.  However, staff has 
identified significant loopholes in the cumulative approach, including difficulty in 
tracking the amount of existing retail uses, interpretations of “adjacency,” inequalities 
among parcels, and the ability to create a small “dummy” lot with no development in 
order to avoid the cumulative retail limitation.  For these reasons, staff recommends 
that in the CR&D and IP zones and IP Overlay, specified retail be limited to 20,000 
square feet of floor area, or 20% of the floor area of the development on a lot, 
whichever is less.  By setting a smaller cap per lot, staff believes this amendment is in 
substantial compliance with Metro Title 4 without having to track the amount of retail 
on adjacent lots.  This amendment has policy implications as it would thus prohibit 
stand-alone retail uses in CR&D, IP and IP Overlay; retail uses would have to be part of 
a mixed-use development on the site [with the exception of Retail Sales of Tires, 
Batteries and Motor Vehicle Accessories in the IP zone, which can be the sole use on 
site].  Staff believes that this is an appropriate limitation given Metro’s goal of 
preserving industrial land and providing appropriate commercial retail uses that serve 
the needs of businesses, employees and residents of the Employment Area, as required 
by MC 3.07.440(A). 

Downtown Analysis - Consultant Recommendations 
 

In October of 2011, the Lake Oswego Redevelopment Agency (LORA) began a 
revitalization initiative with Civilis Consultants that was designed to give downtown 
business owners tools for creating a vibrant and economically successful business 
district in the historic core of the city.  The consultant, Michele Reeves, identified a 
number of items that would promote a pedestrian-oriented district (Exhibit C).  Four of 
the recommendations listed as high priorities from Civilis’ findings require amendments 
to the CDC, and staff was directed by Council to pursue them.  Three of the 
recommendations addressed standards in the CDC, and the proposed amendments are 
described below.  The fourth item (Item 33) addresses amendments to the Sign Code 
(Chapter 47); this amendment is not under the purview of the Planning Commission 
and will be reviewed by the City Council. 

 
Item 34: Design Guidelines Should Not Legislate Awnings 

 
Under the Downtown Redevelopment Design District standards (LOC 
50.05.004), awnings or canopies are required “for weather protection” on 
new and substantially remodeled buildings; a substantial remodel is an 
exterior remodel of more than 50% of a building elevation.  These awnings 

                                                 
3 Specified retail includes all Retail Uses, and Food and Beverage Services. 
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must project six feet from the window walls.  Similarly, the Building Design 
Standards (LOC 50.06.001.5), which apply to new buildings and remodels of 
25% of any façade, including remodels downtown, require “arcades, roofs, 
alcoves, porticoes and awnings to protect pedestrians from the elements.”  
Civilis recommends that awnings should not be a required element (Exhibit F-
4, page 16).  The consultant’s argument is that if a business is not going to use 
the space under an awning to create an outdoor room for display or dining, 
then an awning can negatively impact the street scene by obstructing 
pedestrian views of historic elements of the building, blocking lighting, and 
dominating the storefront (Exhibit E-5).  Staff agrees that some awnings have 
had a negative impact on a storefront due to poor design and improper 
proportions; additionally, awnings on low single-story buildings may 
overwhelm the façade and limit views to display windows.  However, staff 
also recognizes that appropriate awnings, canopies and overhangs can 
improve the pedestrian experience by providing rain protection in inclement 
weather.  Therefore, staff supports a modified version of this 
recommendation. The proposed ordinance exempts existing

 

 single-story 
storefronts from the awning requirement. 

Item 35: Design Guidelines Should Not Legislate Color 
 

Civilis recommends that design guidelines should encourage three-color paint 
schemes, but that there should be no oversight of color on the part of the city 
by the Development Review Commission (Exhibit F-4, Page 16).  Civilis argues 
that paint is a temporary finish, and that color is a simple element that, with 
small storefront improvements, can have a big impact on creating a visually 
exciting environment.  In her report, the consultant overstates the 
applicability of Design Review for color.  Design Review for color is not 
required on every building – it is only required on those building for which 
color was reviewed as part of a Development Review permit.  Staff has 
created a map of the downtown district (Exhibit E-4) that identifies the 
buildings for which a color change would require a modification of the original 
permit.  In the downtown area, only 19 buildings would require such review.  
This pattern is most likely repeated throughout the City as color would have 
been reviewed for the newest buildings (and remodels), but older buildings 
could repaint with no review.   
 
A DR modification for color is considered a Minor Development, which 
requires a Pre-Application conference, noticing and opportunity for appeal.  
The process takes about three to four months to complete, and costs 
approximately $2,100 (this figure includes Pre-Application fees). 
 
Staff believes that color is an important design element, especially on newer 
projects that went through an extensive design review process that addresses 
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materials, scale and compatibility.  At the Planning Commission study session 
in August 2012, the Commission directed staff to return with options for color 
review, including an option for an approved color palette.  The attached 
ordinance includes three options: 
 
Option 1: No color review.  This option specifically exempts color review 
for all structures, including those that have gone through Design Review, and 
those DRs that have conditions of approval relating to specific colors or a 
color palette. 
 
Option 2: Streamlined process for color review.  This option does not 
change the applicability of color review from what it is currently, but creates a 
streamlined review process for color changes on existing buildings.  The 
review process would apply to any structure that went through Design 
Review, which includes all structures in the R-DD (Old Town) zone, but would 
exclude single-family dwellings, duplexes, zero-lot line dwellings, and 
structures accessory to such dwellings.  Because the standard of compatibility 
is subjective, color review requires noticing and the opportunity for appeals.  
However, the streamlined review process would drop the requirement of a 
Pre-Application conference, which generally would save the applicant three 
weeks of processing time.  Additionally, Staff recommends that an 
appropriate fee for color review would be half of the current DR Modification 
fee, or approximately $775.  Staff favors this option because of the 
importance color plays in the design and compatibility of a structure.  This 
applies both to the materials and design elements on a façade, as well as a 
structure’s relationship to nearby buildings.  During the initial Design Review 
of a new or remodeled building, the color palette is closely analyzed along 
with the finishes, proportions and detailing, and staff believes that color 
changes should continue to be reviewed for compatibility.  Feedback at the 
Open House favored this option.  

 
Option 3: Color Palette.  In the study session, the Commission requested 
that a color palette program be included in the options for review.  This 
option creates a program with an identified palette of acceptable paint colors, 
e.g., a Lake Oswego Palette.  A Ministerial Permit (i.e., akin to a building 
permit review) would be required if proposed paint matches a color from the 
palette.  A Minor Permit (with Pre-Application Conference, noticing and 
appeal opportunity) would be required for any color that is not on the Lake 
Oswego Palette.   
 
No color palette is proposed with this ordinance.  If the Commission wishes to 
pursue this option, it would require development of a broad palette of 
acceptable colors.  Cities that have color palettes generally have very large 
lists of acceptable colors; often, certain colors from the palette can be used 
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on a majority of a façade, while others are limited to accent colors.  Staff has 
found palettes from Texas and other southern states, but those palettes may 
not be appropriate for the Northwest and Lake Oswego in particular.  This 
option would require extensive staff and community input to create a palette, 
and, if pursued, would require that its development be separated from this 
package of code amendments. 

 
Item 36: Outdoor Displays 

 
 The Civilis report states that people want to spend time in downtowns that 

are teeming with energy and have activity spilling out onto the street, and 
advises that the City look for opportunities to introduce more activity at 
storefronts and on the sidewalks; this could include sidewalk displays, planter 
boxes and sidewalk tables (Exhibit F-4, page 19).  The City already provides 
the opportunity for restaurants to establish temporary seating and tables on 
the sidewalk under the Sidewalk Café Permit process in Article 42.19.  The 
applicant must meet certain clearance requirements to allow pedestrian 
passage, setback from curbs and driveways, etc.  There is also an opportunity 
for twice-yearly sidewalk sales in the EC and GC zones.  There are no 
standards for these sidewalk sales; issues regarding clearance are addressed 
on a complaint basis.  The proposed amendments create a permit process for 
Sidewalk Displays that is similar to the Sidewalk Café Permit:  the applicant 
must submit a site plan showing sufficient clearance width (five feet) and 
setbacks from driveways and intersections, the location of the displays, and 
proper liability insurance.  Sidewalk Displays would be permitted in the NC, 
GC, EC and FMU zones, which have patterns of development where the retail 
businesses are often at or very near the front property line. 

 
IV.  NOTICE OF APPLICATION 

 
A.  

   
Newspaper Notice 

On January 17, 2013, public notice of the proposed CDC text amendments and 
Planning Commission public hearing was published in the Lake Oswego 
Review. 

 
B. 

 
Measure 56 Notice 

Since some of the proposed text amendments would affect permitted uses of 
property, notice of the proposal was sent to all owners of property in the MC, 
CR&D and IP zones, as required by ORS 227.186 (Measure 56). 
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C. 
 

DLCD Notice 

Pursuant to LOC 50.75.015, staff has provided notice of the proposed CDC text 
amendments to the Oregon Department of Land Conservation and 
Development (DLCD). 
 

V. COMPLIANCE WITH APPROVAL CRITERIA 
 

A. 
 
City of Lake Oswego Comprehensive Plan 

Staff has identified seven Comprehensive Plan Policies applicable to this proposal: 
 

Lake Oswego Comprehensive Plan, Goal 1 Citizen Involvement, Policies 1 and 5. 

Goal 1: Citizen Involvement 

 
Policy 1

 

:  Provide opportunities for citizen participation in preparing and 
revising local land use plans and ordinances. 

Policy 5

 

:  Seek citizen input through service organizations, interest groups and 
individuals, as well as through neighborhood organizations. 

Findings:

 

  The CDC, which implements the Comprehensive Plan, contains 
requirements for a citizen involvement program which clearly defines the 
procedures by which the general public will be notified in the on-going land 
use planning process and enables citizens to comprehend the issues and 
become involved in decision making.  All required notification measures and 
opportunities for input as specified in the Code were provided during this 
process, including noticing to all Neighborhood Associations as well as to 
business organizations.  The City has also followed the procedures required by 
ORS 227.186 (Ballot Measure 56) for notification of the owners of property 
proposed to be directly affected by the changes, specifically, property owners 
of MC, IP and CR&D-zoned land.  An informational open house was held 
November 13, 2012.  Public hearings will be held before the Planning 
Commission and City Council.  Therefore, the process followed for these 
amendments is in compliance with Statewide Planning Goal 1. 

Conclusion:  The City has provided adequate opportunities for public 
participation consistent with this policy. 
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Lake Oswego Comprehensive Plan, Goal 2 Land Use Planning, Section 1: Land Use 
Policies and Regulation, Policy 23. 

Goal 2: Land Use Planning, Section 1 Land Use Policies and Regulation 

 
Policy 23

 

:  Coordinate the development and amendment of City plans and 
actions related to land use with other county, state, Metro, federal agency, 
and special district plans. 

Findings:

 

  Staff has provided the required notification to the County, State, 
and Metro consistent with this policy.  In addition, the proposed limits on 
retail uses in Employment Zones have been written to be consistent with the 
requirements of Title 4 of Metro’s Urban Growth Functional Plan; staff has 
coordinated directly with Metro staff throughout this process, and will 
continue to do so. 

Conclusion:
 

  The proposal is consistent with this policy. 

Lake Oswego Comprehensive Plan, Goal 9 Economic Development, Policy 6. 

Goal 9: Economic Development 

 
Policy 6

 

:  Support redevelopment of existing vacant and underutilized 
industrial and commercial lands rather than designating additional lands for 
these purposes. 

Findings:

 

  The proposed amendments to limit the amount of cumulative retail 
in the Employment Zones are consistent with Title 4, which intends to restrict 
large-scale retail uses in Employment areas in order to prioritize more 
employee-intensive commercial uses, such as high-density office use. 

Conclusion:
 

  The proposal is consistent with this policy. 

Lake Oswego Comprehensive Plan, Goal 9 Economic Development, Policy 8. 

Goal 9: Economic Development 

 
Policy 8

 

:  Prevent further expansion of “strip commercial development” and 
encourage redevelopment of existing strip commercial areas to become more 
attractive and oriented toward pedestrians and transit. 

Findings:  The Comprehensive Plan defines strip commercial development as 
“commercial or retail uses, usually one story high and one store deep that 
front on a major street and are oriented towards access by the automobile. 
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Strip commercial development is typically characterized by street frontage 
parking lots serving individual stores. Strip commercial development differs 
from central business development in at least two of the following: 1) there 
are no provisions for pedestrian access between individual uses; 2) the uses 
are usually only one store deep; 3) buildings are arranged linearly rather than 
clustered; and 4) there is no design integration amongst uses.” 
 
The current Development Code limits retail uses to up to 60,000 square feet 
per lot in the MC, CR&D and IP zones, with no limit on cumulative retail 
development.  The proposed amendments, consistent with Metro’s Title 4, 
will limit the cumulative amount of commercial retail and service uses in the 
Employment Zones to an amount that serves the employees and residents of 
the zone.  The limits on retail will prevent these employee-intensive zones 
from intensive strip commercial development. 
 
Conclusion:

 
  The proposal is consistent with this policy. 

Compliance with Lake Oswego Comprehensive Plan, Goal 9 Economic Development, 
Policy 20. 

Goal 9: Economic Development 

 
Policy 20

   
:   

Allow commercial and residential uses within the Centerpointe and Kruse Way 
Business District at densities which support mass transit and which take 
advantage of the regional transportation system.  These activities may 
include: 

 
a. Employee-intensive businesses such as major regional office 

complexes, high density housing, and associated services and retail 
commercial uses; and, 

 
b. Commercial activities which meet the needs of the traveling public 

and other highway oriented retail uses which require access to a 
large market area. 

 
Findings:  The MC and CR&D zones are located within the Centerpointe and 
Kruse Way Business District designated in Goal 9.  The existing provisions of 
the MC and CR&D zones allow for high-density commercial and residential use 
(LOC 50.03.002.3), and most of the area has been developed with high-density 
commercial uses, including retail.  The proposed text amendment would 
restrict the cumulative size of food and beverage services and retail uses on 
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adjacent lots in the MC zone in order to comply with Metro’s Title 4 rules for 
Employment Land.  In the CR&D zone, these uses would be restricted to 20,000 
square feet of building floor area per lot, or 20% of the floor area of the 
development, whichever is less.  The intent of the Title 4 rule is to prioritize 
employee-intensive commercial development over large-format retail uses, 
which are less employee-intensive.  This amendment would be consistent with 
both the Title 4 rule and with this policy. 
 
Conclusion:

 
 The proposal is consistent with this policy.   

Compliance with Lake Oswego Comprehensive Plan, Goal 9 Economic Development, 
Policy 21. 

Goal 9: Economic Development 

 
Policy 21

   
:   

Do not allow regional4 or larger shopping centers5

 

  within the Centerpointe 
and Kruse Way Business District. 

Findings:

 

  As noted above, the MC and CR&D zones are located within the 
Centerpointe and Kruse Way Business District.  In discouraging large-scale 
retail use, this policy is consistent with the Title 4 regulations for Employment 
Land.  Staff finds the proposed text amendments limit the sizes and 
concentrations of retail businesses which often locate in shopping centers, 
and therefore complies with both Title 4 and with this policy.     

Conclusion:
 

 The proposal is consistent with this policy. 

B. 
 
Metro Urban Growth Management Functional Plan 

The proposed 60,000 square foot limitation on cumulative retail uses in the 
MC zone (including adjoining properties), and 20% or 20,000 square foot 
limitation in the CR&D zone, are intended to comply with the Title 4 
requirement that retail uses in Employment Land districts be limited to 60,000 
square feet or “those appropriate in type and size to serve the needs of 

                                                 
4 “Regional Draw Businesses” are defined in the Comprehensive Plan as follows: “These are businesses which 
draw customers from not only the Lake Oswego market area, but also from throughout the Portland 
Metropolitan Area.  For purposes of the Comprehensive Plan a regional draw business shall be any single 
tenant commercial establishment with a floor area of greater than 35,000 square feet. 
5 “Shopping Centers” are defined in the Comprehensive Plan as follows: “For the purposes of the 
Comprehensive Plan, Shopping Centers are a group of commercial establishments, planned, constructed, and 
managed as a total entity, with customer parking provided on-site, provision for goods delivery, separated from 
customer access, aesthetic considerations and protection from the elements, and landscaping and signage in 
accordance with an approved plan.” 
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businesses, employees and residents of the Employment Areas” [Title 4: MC 
3.07.440(B), Exhibit F-1].   
 
Conclusion:

 

 The proposal is consistent with Title 4 of the Urban Growth 
Management Functional Plan. 

VI. RECOMMENDATION 
 

Based on the information presented in this report, staff recommends approval of the 
proposed amendments to the CDC to provide clarification and correction, update 
relevant sections to reflect current City practices, provide opportunity for vibrancy in 
commercial districts, and limit the cumulative size of retail and service uses in 
Employment Zones. 
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